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It is hard to believe that of the
79,000 men who were unaccounted for at the end of WWII,
73,000 remain missing. The
Defense POW/MIA Accounting
Agency estimates that 20,000 from
the US Army Air Forces are still
unaccounted for. The dog tags at
our EAA exhibit showed the names
of 754 of our service members
who were lost. That’s why it is so
important that the 345th Bomb
Group Association do all it can to
keep the accomplishments of
these men in the public eye and to
honor their memories.
We are encouraged that other
organizations, like the BentProp
Project and Project Recover, are
working to find missing airplanes
and the remains of their crews in
order to help the family members
of the lost derive comfort from
knowing their loved ones’ last

resting places and even, in rare
cases, receiving remains for burial.
Colin Colbourn, who serves as
historian for both BentProp and
Project Recover, addressed our
group at the annual dinner. He
gave a most interesting presentation about new technology that
certainly offers hope to our group
that some airplanes from the 345th
may be recovered in the future.
We are excited to initiate a partnership with Project Recover,
which is currently working in New
Guinea. We’ll be sharing our work
from the Archives with Colin, to
help identify possible locations for
future searches.

Lincoln Grush and Quentin Stambaugh

Our reunion in San Diego was a
wonderful success. Although the
group was small, there were three
veterans, Lincoln Grush, Quentin
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Stambaugh, and Michael
Buchkoski, and two widows,
Karen Cessna and Jean Willard.
The Willard family certainly wins
the prize for most registrants from
one family, with eight attending!
I was personally excited that there
were some folks from the third
generation of 345th families!

Jim Bina, Janice Bina-Smith
and Michael Buchkoski

Katrina Pescador, who is the
Director of the Library and
Archives at the San Diego Air and
Space Museum, provided valuable
information about mementoes and
collections and took us on a
fabulous behind-the-scenes tour.
At the business meeting, we
discussed whether we would meet
in 2018 and the consensus of the
group was that we should. We
talked about possible locations for
the next reunion in the middle of
the country or the east coast, in
cities where the 345th might have a
connection. Somewhere in
Michigan, Chicago, New Orleans,
(con’t on next page)

and Savannah were mentioned.
Greenville, SC, has also been
suggested.
Also at the business meeting,
military author Jay Stout brought
us up to date on the status of his
book about the 345th. It was great
that Jay could be with us for the
whole weekend so he could talk to
the veterans present and really get
to know our Association. His book,
tentatively called “Air Apaches,”
will be out next spring and will
bring new attention to the 345th.
Since our two-year run at the EAA
has ended, we may be able to put
together some small traveling
exhibits that could be shared with
local libraries or even bookstores,
as Jay goes around to promote his
book. This will be a great opportunity! Thanks also go to Jay for
his generous contribution to the
Association.

Reunion! Enjoying the beauty of
San Diego, greeting old friends I’ve
come to think of as cousins,
welcoming our veterans and their
families, and focusing on the past
of the 345th Bomb Group and its
historical place during WWII along
with the future of our Association
in keeping its history alive. In
order to do this, we need to reach
into the next generation of veteran
descendants. It is crucial that they
realize the important role their
family members played in WWII.
If you have a young family
member you would like to invite to
participate in our Association,
please pass along their mailing
address and they will be added to
the Strafer list. Also, please urge
them to follow us on Facebook as
we get so many interesting
comments and queries. Your
involvement is essential to our
future!
One last word... I’d like to thank
Larry Hanna for his very generous
contribution in support of the
reunion. Larry, we hope you will
be able to join us next year!

stopped to speak with a WWII
veteran who had one of the
booths on the ship. There was an
84-year-old Japanese woman
sitting with him, and she was a
survivor of the bomb drop on
Hiroshima when she was only 7
years old. As she and Quentin
talked, they discovered that they
shared a historic moment in the
war. While she was in the midst of
the target (and has miraculously
survived, seemingly unscathed), he
was returning from a mission
when the crew saw a large, rust
colored cloud in the distance that
did not look like anything they had
ever seen before.
Quentin’s plane was told to
keep flying back as it normally
would.
These two had lived through
the same moment in history, on
opposing sides, but were now
talking about it so many years later
as new friends. I wish I had taken
a picture of them hugging as they
parted.

Jay Stout and Marcia Pollock Wysocky

At a reunion several years ago,
Kelly McNichols exhorted our
group to do all we can to recognize
each and every member of the
345th, by finding and posting
photographs or stories. Wouldn’t
it be great if we could recognize
each veteran so their history
would not be lost? I am optimistic
we can work toward this goal.
_______________

But, really, I can’t stop smiling
when I think about the 2017

Jan Rary, Sharon Sass, Margene Brown,
and Monica Stout enjoying the reunion

Well, somebody took their picture!

Two Worlds Meet
By Jan Rary, 499th

A story I want to share occurred
when we toured the Midway. We
were privileged to experience that
museum with Quentin Stambaugh,
whom we now know much better
than we had prior to that day. We

Quentin’s Lost Crew
By Jim Bina, Historian

For 70 years Quentin has quietly
wondered what happen to his
crew. He was separated from them
shortly after their arrival in theater
(con’t on next page)

and he never knew the whereabouts or fate of those he trained
with and grew close to. His
missing crew members were
always on his mind.
Quentin Stambaugh trained as a
radio operator/gunner at
Columbia, SC with his assigned
crew who comprised of Lt. Frank
Weisiger, Pilot; Flight Officer
Donald More, Copilot; Lt Van
Sickel, navigator; Sgt. John Chew,
tail gunner and Sgt. Richard
Canterberry, turret gunner. Upon
completion of training, the crew
departed Columbia and headed
west, cross country to San
Francisco then on to Hawaii,
Christmas Island, Australia, New
Guinea, and finally Biak Island in
January 1945. While they awaited
their combat assignments, Quentin
was pulled off of the crew to be an
Aide de Camp to an Air Corps
Colonel. Quentin stated that he
traveled with the Colonel, wrote
correspondence and poured his
whiskey. The remaining crew was
assigned to a combat unit and was
never seen or heard again by
Quentin.
Within a couple of weeks
Quentin was frustrated with his
cushy assignment and told the
Colonel that he was trained for
combat and by golly he wanted to
be assigned to a combat unit. The
next day he arrived at the
encampment of the Air Apaches,
where he found himself in the
midst of the real shooting war.
But he never heard from his
original crew members again.
I was intrigued by Quentin’s
story and told him that I would like
to assist in the search for the “lost

crew.” During a recent visit with
Quentin, he gave me all the
pertinent details of his crew and I
set forth hoping to find these
brave guys. What I found in the
course of an afternoon was
revealing.
In today’s world, the search for
the missing crew was remarkably
easy. Twenty-plus years ago I’m
sure it was tenuous, but
fortunately with so much data
being uploaded to the internet, it
becomes relatively easy, as long as
you know where to look and what
search parameters to use. Finding
the crew that Quentin was
separated from 70 years ago was
accomplished in an afternoon. The
search and final report that I sent
to Quentin provided most of the
answers that he was searching for.
The lost crew was assigned to
the 17th Tactical Reconnaissance
Squadron of the 71st Tactical
Reconnaissance Group, a salty
group of combat warriors flying P39s, P-38s, P-40s, and the B-25
used on missions similar to the
345th’s. The 71st was just “down
the road,” relatively speaking, at
BINMALY, a coastal village close to
Subic Bay in the Philippines and
about 100 miles from Clark Field.
The crew was assigned combat
duties with the 17th sometime in
the early weeks of January 1945.
Shortly after their arrival and
completing several combat
missions, fate caught up with four
of the noble aviators. On March 2,
1945, B-25J-1, #44-3992,
“Montana Maid II,” was forced
down during an attack on
Japanese shipping near Ryobunks,
Pescadores Islands. On board

were Lt. Weisiger, Lt. Van Sickel,
Sgt. Chew and Sgt. Canterberry, all
six of the B-25 crew went missing
that day. The crew, with the
exception of Flight Officer More,
are memorialized on the Walls of
the Missing at the Manilla
American Cemetery.
Little is known about Flight
Officer More, it is unknown where
he was assigned and what his
service encompassed during and
after WWII. A grave marker in
Michigan identifies a similarly
named gentleman who served in
WWII and the US Air Force.
Perhaps with some more
concerted research, and more data
uploaded to the internet, we may
be able to positively link this
gentleman to FO More.
Quentin is still absorbing this
information and he is coming to
closure with the loss of his crew
mates. Regardless he is relieved to
discover the fate of the crew he
trained with so many years ago.

Open Letter from Jay
Stout
Dear 345th Bomb Group friends,
I apologize for taking so long to
update my progress with the new
book centered on the 345th's
accomplishments during World
War II.
I attended the reunion meeting
with the 345th Bomb Group
Association in San Diego. It was
great to meet so many folks in
person. Everyone was as gracious
in real life as they have been via email and telephone. The reunion
was really well done and my wife
Monica and I had a great time.
(con’t on next page)

Anyway, I am happy to report
that the manuscript is about twothirds complete. The concept/
proposal has been bought by
Stackpole Books and my deadline
to deliver a finished manuscript is
April 15, 2018. The book will be
part of Stackpole's fall publishing
list and should be available for
Christmas 2018.
As I earlier promised, I will
provide gratis copies to those who
have contributed and helped, but
will not personally sell books.
Instead, they will be available
from the publisher and through
bookstores and online outlets
such as Amazon and Barnes and
Noble.
The book is tentatively titled,
AIR APACHES, with a subtitle yet
to be determined, and will be
about 400 pages. It is written in a
narrative history style--using the
words of the veterans as much as
possible--and will be the size of a
standard book, about 9" x 7".
At any rate, I thank you all for
your contributions and interest
and help. Without it, this would
not have been doable. If you still
have information or memoirs or
notes or anything else that you
think is especially interesting, it is
not too late to contribute. Please
feel free to contact me via this email address.
Thanks again.
Kind regards,
Jay A. Stout

345th

Hats Available

The newest edition of 345th
hats is available now. Everyone
who attended the meeting in San

Diego received one. The hats are
a nice blue-gray twill with 345th art
recognizing the history of the
group. One size fits all. To order,
please make your check for $27
for each hat (includes shipping)
payable to:
345th Bomb Group Association
PO Box 8755
Roanoke, VA 24014

Hey, where’d you get that hat?

Open Letter to the 345th
Bomb Group
Dear 345th Bomb Group
Association,
It was truly an honor to meet
you all in San Diego for the
reunion. I can't thank you enough
for the kindness you've shown my
team and the help you've offered.
I appreciate all of the time each of
you spent with us to talk and
discuss the 345th's history and the
experiences of your family
members and veterans. As I
mentioned at the meeting, Project
Recover is a collaborative effort to
enlist twenty-first century science

and technology in a quest to find
the final underwater resting places
of Americans missing in action
since World War II.
Project Recover is a partnership
of the BentProp Project, the
University of Delaware, and the
Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at UC San Diego.
We are dedicated to bringing the
missing from World War II home
and we welcome any information
regarding 345th aircraft and
personnel that are MIA from
World War II. As I mentioned in
my talk, we are interested in any
aircraft that may be in shallower
waters or on land. Please feel free
to reach out to me at
c.colbourn@bentprop.org if you
have any information related to
losses with associated MIAs. Many
people are surprised by how much
information remains with the
veterans and their families. My job
is to put the pieces of the puzzle
together and your members may
hold some of the crucial pieces.
For more information about
Project Recover and the BentProp
Project, please visit bentprop.org
and projectrecover.org.
With the greatest respect,
Colin M. Colbourn
Lead, History Operations
Project Recover and The BentProp
Project

March 30, 2015–A United States
Navy Curtiss SB2C Helldiver
aircraft lost in World War II and
missing for over 70 years was
found resting in the tropical
waters of the Republic of Palau.

The 345th Honored at
EAA
By: Marcia L. Pollock Wysocky

Some of you are still the loved
one we strived to honor. Most of
us are still striving to honor the
ones we remember. And there
are some of us who strive to
honor those we have no memory
of.
I am just that person. I recently
found a page in a long-forgotten
diary, that was on 15 August 2009
when my cardboard treasure
chests were discovered in the old
farmhouse. It was then that I
learned about the father I never
knew. His letters from the war
and his memorabilia have made
an impact on me, more than you
will ever know. He was the 345th;
in his stead, I am the 345th.
He was one of you; and he has
now become one of us. Through
my efforts, my determination, and
my love for him and all of you, I
nagged EAA in Oshkosh, WI to
please help not just me, but all of
us, honor one of the most
decorated Bomb Groups in the
history of WWII. And they did just
that.
Since July of 2015, Ron
Twellman, the then curator of the
museum at EAA, became as
devoted as I in this endeavor.
There are no words for how
special it was for four of our
Veterans to sit at a table of honor
signing autographs before, during
and after a tour of the exhibit that
honored them. I remember a
mother and her eleven-year-old
son visiting for the day. She
wanted to go to the Packer Hall of

Fame. He wanted to go to EAA.
Young man, I am so glad you have
such wonderful parents to have
allowed you this opportunity such
as there will never be the likes
again.
These are the young people we
hope to reach out to and continue
our dedication to the Greatest
Generation. These are the young
people who will forge our way into
this great country of ours, take
charge and hopefully understand
that the past represents our
future. Without one, we will not
have the other.
I will not apologize for
sentimentality. Thank you EAA for
such a great and awesome
opportunity to show over a million
people during our tenure with
you, what an amazing effort you
put forth to make these heroes
known and to make them feel
welcome.
If any of you who have loaned
items to EAA, you should have
now received a message from the
new curator, Zack Baughman,
regarding items being returned.
He is a wonderful addition to EAA
and will be certain everything will
be sent back to you.
Please contact me at
pollockwysocky@gmail.com or
920-209-3993 if need be.
Thank you from the bottom of
my heart and on behalf of the
345th for helping our dream come
true… and know, we are not done
yet in our efforts to honor our
heroes.

Recent 345th Losses
The Association has recently
received notice of the death of
two of our veterans.
Our member, Bob Kantor, let us
know of the death on March 26,
2017, of Irwin Silverstein, who
served in the Supply area.
Interestingly, Bob met Irwin at his
retirement home and in
comparing army air corps notes,
realized they had both been
members of the 345th. As Bob
said, Mercer Island is a little island
and it was such a coincidence that
we both ended up there. We
extend our sympathy to Bob in the
loss of his friend and also to
Irwin’s family and other friends.
On June 7, 2017, we lost Ed
Smith. Ed, who celebrated his
95th birthday on August 3, 2016,
was a faithful attendee with his
wife, Joyce, at 345th reunions. He
passed away one day after playing
his usual golf game in Surprise, AZ.
After returning from his WWII
service as a tail gunner for the
345th, Ed worked on the family
farm and for the local hardware
store in Iowa before moving to
Arizona. Ed owned and operated
a heating and air conditioning
company for many years. We
extend our sympathy to Joyce, and
Ed’s family and are grateful to
hear from Joyce that she intends
to stay involved with the 345th.

Reprint from the WEEKLY WIPE (a weekly newsletter published by the 500th for its members);
Vol.1, No.5, 500th Bombardment Squadron in the Field - Nov. 21,1943
HERE’S WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT
SIDNEY
Dear Joe Groundman:
So you’re going to Sidney (you
hope). Well here’s a little advice
from a guy who’s been there. You
probably won’t take it but then
again maybe it will help.
First off, if you are a typical
dogface you’ll want to relieve that
BIG THIRST. You can buy all kinds
of mixed drinks over the bar from
11 A.M. until 6 P.M. Hotel lounges
mark the spots and the prices are
reasonable. But when you contact
the other places for bottle goods,
you’re on your own.
If you are a gentleman, the next
thing you’ll think of is food. Of
course there’s no law that says a
guy from New Guinea has to be a
gentleman and the women are
very sociable.
But, anyway, food prices are
said to be quite congenial. Meals
can be had most anywhere but
here are a few addresses found to
be above average: Cahill’s at Kings
Cross and any of the six Repin’s
restaurants in the mid-town area.
Also the American Grill at Kings
Cross.

There are several places to dine
& dance, notably Ciro’s and the
Trocadero, are the main nite
spots. There are plenty of beaches
and it’s summer in Sidney. The city
boasts a semi-burlesque show if
you like pin-ups that walk and talk.
Australian girls are fair dancers
and are learning American style,
even to jitter-buggin’. There are
absolutely no worldly activities on
Sunday but there are plenty of
churches of all denominations…
nuff said.
To go back a bit, the first things
a G.I. has to do is contact the Red
Cross station and get his leave
papers and brother, you better
have them with you at all times.
The Red Cross will also provide
you with ration coupons so you
can buy clothing and other stuff.
Shopping is good in Sydney for
Christmas presents and the Red
Cross can advise you on
purchasing and mailing.
For uniforms which you may
want to present that snappy
appearance, you might go to 200
Pitt Street. There you can get
tropical worsted uniforms for
about 6 pounds per shirt, pants,

tie, and cap. Housing is rugged but
not impossible. A helpful hint in
this respect is the Durthie Booking
office at Darlinghurst Road,
Victoria Road at Kings Cross. They
can get you a house or a car and
treat you right.
Wine in bottles to take out can
be had legally at the Criterion
Hotel on Pitt Street, for one place
that we know of, anyway.
Bring plenty of cigarettes and
don’t spend your money sudden
like or you may find yourself short
near the end.
For a super deluxe time, with all
the trimmings, some fellows say
you need 50 to 75 pounds, others
have gotten by on less, so its up to
you. Partial pay can be drawn so
carry your pay book. It might be a
good idea to salt some of your
dough with the Red Cross in
Sydney just in case … the old
“rolling racket” is not dead.
Incidentally, the round trip fare by
train from Brisbane to Sydney is
about five pounds, 11 shillings.
Not to be prude or anything, but
there is one thing more in this
fatherly advice stuff – watch out
(con’t on next page)

for rowdy-ism and disorderly
conduct. The whole American
Army is judged more or less on
how its soldiers act … don’t let it
down or the guys who have not
yet gone on leave… your actions

can spoil the works for the fellow
who follows you. Also guard
against venereal disease – there
are “pro” stations all around the
city.

A big thanks to Ed Steers who has so
graciously contributed the Weekly
Wipe articles. You may reach Ed at
ed@edsteers.com.

Below are some of the handwritten comments about
the 345th’s exhibit at the EAA Museum in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin. For ease of reading, I have typed the
comments to the right of the comment.

By: Bree, Appleton, WI. So cool. Love learning about
WWII.

By: BJ Ihlenfeldt. Heroes! Thanks!

By: Katie. Fantastic! True Heros!

By: Randy Peterson, Washburn, WI. A true testament
to will power and perseverance. People bank then
were a lot tougher than people today. I admire each
and everyone of you.
By: Greg & Jane Pearson, Waukegan, IL. We enjoyed
all the exhibits. So much to learn. Hope many more
can enjoy the history and sacrifice made by many.

Orville Schmidt: From
Newburg to New Guinea
(con’t from last issue)
By Karl McCarty

West Bend: From Driver’s License
to Making Munitions
If Orville’s early years weren’t
at the farm, they were in West
Bend. “Well I grew up in

Newburg—but West Bend was the
place we did the shopping. That
was the county seat. That’s where
I got my first doggone driver’s
license. Fourteen years old: my
dad took me to the Chief of Police
by the nickname of Boots. Boot’s
told Orville and Pa, “Yeah, these
kids nowadays drive tractors.

Drive all kinds of stuff.” Boots said
those country kids were way
better drivers “than the ones in
town,” Orv recalled. “So I got my
driver’s license. Then when I got
my driver’s license, what
happened, I would take my Ma
and one or two of the kids along
(con’t on next page)

to church on Sunday morning. And
then I’d get back with the first
load. Then Pa would take his
mother and go to the German
service at the Lutheran Church in
Newburg.”
After Pearl Harbor the government wanted the young man. In
“1942 I think I got my first notice,
but then I was deferred because
then I had a government job
making 20 millimeter shell casings
for the Navy” at the West Bend
Company. Many Rosie the Riveters
worked at the factory. Luckily, “I
was in the area where there
wasn’t any women. Good for me,”
he said with a smile having not to
worry about the temptation. His
friend Dietrich and fellow veteran
concurred: “That kept you outta
trouble.” Orville Schmidt is seldom
short of laughs.
He worked at the West Bend
Company for almost a year. Was
he drafted or did he sign up in the
military? Orville will tell you that it
didn’t matter: “Drafted… but same
difference.” He was already
working for the West Bend
Company helping the military
effort nonetheless. “They had a
little thing called a deferment
from military service, or
something like that. I didn’t get
involved in it—I just let nature
take its course.” Orville said, “If I
had stayed at the company, I
never would have went in the
service, ‘cause that was
permanently deferred.” So
technically Orville was selected to
served. “Yeah,” noting sometime
in the fall of 1942 or early 1943 he
was called. “Cause I looked around
one day and there was nobody left

to chum around,” and have a good
time with. Having the choice
between working on deferment at
the West Bend Company and
having few friends to hang out
with or to have a beer with, he
chose the US Army. “I decided to
join up.”
To the Gulf and Carolinas
Upon being drafted, “I started
out in Fort Sheridan,” Illinois, then
“we loaded on a troop train and
headed right straight South until
we hit the Gulf of Mexico…” He
had basic training in Miami,
Florida. Orville went for
mechanics training at Keesler Field
in Biloxi, Mississippi; at that time
Biloxi “was pretty small.”
Keesler is pronounced with a
hard ‘e.’ “They also made a
whiskey called Kessler,” Orville
said laughing, and pronouncing
the base differently than the
alcohol. So Orville spent some
time at Keesler, which had just
opened up. Today the facility is
known as Keesler Air Force Base.
The famous African American
pilots, the Tuskegee Airmen, were
trained there. He never ran into
those pilots, “I’m sure the
Tuskegee guys come in there
later.” Eventually Orville spent a
lot of time in the Carolinas to train
with the planes, then headed to
the west coast of the country.
Orville was not drafted until
after Pearl Harbor, so by the time
he entered the service the
Philippines had fallen. The
Philippines were colonies picked
up by the United States in the war
with Spain in 1898. The U.S. then
lost them in the middle of World
War II. “Oh yeah,” Orville

explained the concern in our
Orville said of this picture: “That’s the
chair I’m sitting in that I made myself so I
could sit down.”

country with the loss of those
islands. Even worse, the Japanese
empire was still expanding when
Orville got into the war. “They
were almost into Australia. As a
matter of fact, they were bombing
Australia.” His first days in war in
actual combat would be just north
of Australia in New Guinea.
The C-54 Over the Pacific
So how exactly did a farm kid
from Newburg start in the Pacific?
“My last flight out of this country
was from Washington State.” It
was one of the big airfields there,
perhaps near Tacoma. Whatever
the case it was “at one of those
big doggone ports of shipping and
entry. They loaded me on a C-54,
four engine transport. And that’s
what I went overseas in.”
How many people could fit on
it? It didn’t seat more than a few
dozen. Orville described it as “a
converted passenger plane” and
the seating was not like today’s
commercial airlines. The plane
provided an interesting situation
(con’t on next page)

in which the garbage bags filled
with “your clothing was piled up in
the middle of the plane, and there
was a row of seats on each side.
And you just sat there—no seat
belt, no nothing, and you listen to
the plane rumble down the
runway and take off. Think no
more of it, you’re already pretty
well flight trained by now.” In this
context, Orville was not complaining. To the normal non-flying
person in the early 1940s the
initial flight would seem rough,
but by then a trained flight crew
prepared for World War II would
be used to it.
Hours after leaving Washington
State, he would never forget the
first time he saw San Francisco. “I
remember the guy that was in
charge of the crew—the weight
master.” His job was “to distribute
the weight properly into the
plane. So, he came through the
cabin, ‘Well take a good look at
the Golden Gate.’ It was all lit up.
‘A lot of you will never see it
again.’ Wonderful thought,” said
Orville sarcastically about the man
who implied a lot of those guys on
the C-54 were going to die soon in
the Pacific.
Orville did see the Golden Gate
Bridge when he looked out. “Oh
yeah…yeah, we flew over it.” But
that shrewd comment from the
weight master lingers seventy
years later, perhaps because there
was accurate foreshadowing to
some of the men on the plane at
the time.
(to be continued in the next issue)

~*~*~*~

NEWS ABOUT THE
499th
by Bob Sweet, 499th

Our thoughts and prayers go
out to the family of Jim Mahaffey,
who passed away November 10,
2016. Jim was an important
member of "The Greatest
Generation" that fought and won
World War II. As a legacy member
of the 345th BG, I read with great
interest Jim's reports of the 499th
and especially my uncle's last
mission (February 15, 1944 bomb
run to Kavieng). My uncle, Sgt.
Andrew Chesanek, Eng.-Gunner
and the crew were killed in action
when the plane (#41-30317) went
down. Jim recalled and described
that mission in the September
2011 issue of the "Strafer".
Remains of the five crew
members were recovered and a
proper, dignified burial took place
with temporary interment at the
nearby (and larger) U.S. Air Base
located at Nadzab. When the war
ended, these temporary burials
were moved to the cemetery at
Clark Field in the Philippines.
After the completion of the Manila
American Cemetery and
Memorial, remains were reinterred at Manila.
Bob Kantor. 499th veteran,
wrote a good description of his
visit to the Manila American
Cemetery in the June 2016
"Strafer". I also visited the site on
a return trip from Singapore, and
found a serene, respectful, and
dignified resting place for our war
hero's. Four of the five crew
members from the Kavieng
mission crash were re-interred

here. Besides my uncle, Sgt.
Andrew Chesenek, they include:
Co-Pilot, 2nd Lt. Joseph Koch,
Gunner, S/Sgt. Oscar Oakes, Jr.,
and T/Sgt. Clarence Fiebig. The
Pilot, 1st Lt. John D. Wilson, was
re-interred in the Mill Springs
National Cemetery near his home
in Pulaski County, Kentucky. I
have visited three of our overseas
American Cemeteries. Manila is
the largest (17,206 graves and
36,286 names on the "Tablets of
the Missing"), and a truly grand
memorial to our war hero's especially those of the 345th Bomb
Group.

My First Combat
Mission
By: George Givens, 498th

The evening of March 3rd,
1945, we were alerted that we
were to go on our first combat
mission. A mission alert was
issued from V Bomber Command
to all units who would participate
in the next day’s mission. Mission
schedules were posted on all
squadron bulletin boards near the
mess tent. I checked it out. We
were to fly as observers with an
experienced crew. Willie and I
were with one crew, Albie and Big
John were on another B-25 and
Hart and Holz were on yet a
different aircraft. They split us up
so no one bomber would be too
overloaded. When we hit the sack
that night I had some very
conflicting thoughts running
through my mind. I recalled a
passage from Stephan Crane’s
book “Red Badge of Courage”. It
(con’t on next page)

was about a company of young
recruits on the eve of their first
battle. As they were sitting
around the campfire that evening
some of the young men bragged
about how they were going to kick
Rebel butt the next morning. They
didn’t appear to be scared at all
and “The Youth” wondered if he
was cowardly, because he felt
scared and he wondered if he
would hold up under fire and do
his duty. I remember what an
instructor who had already put in
one tour of duty overseas with 35
missions over “Fortress Europa,”
he said that the greatest terror we
would ever experience in war was
in our own minds. If you let your
imaginations run away, it will drive
you insane, it will drive some to
suicide or just plain refusal to go
into combat ever again. Force
yourself to think of anything but
what might happen. I took his
advice wholeheartedly. In the
months to come, I became quite
an expert at this delusion. Even to
this day, I think it is a healthy
attitude, because I think it is
human nature to always assume
the worst possible scenario.
The Pacific fleet was busy at
this time in full support of the
battle for Iwo Jima and also for
softening up of the Japanese
defenses at Okinawa, for the
coming invasion there. This left
the entire sea corridor open from
Japan to Indonesia. The Fifth Air
Force was handed the job of
interdicting this wide open supply
route of Japanese maritime
activity.
Because this is my very first real
combat mission with a very great

possibility of casualties, I’ll go into
a bit of detail in relating it. I’ll
never know how many times I relived it. The next morning I was
roused from my slumber at 0500
hours by the charge of quarters
(CQ). It was pitch black. The CQ
shined his flashlight on my pillow,
not in my face, as he gently poked
me on the shoulder. “Givens,
wake up.” I looked up at him. “Sit
up and put your feet on the
ground,” he said. I did. He woke
up Willie and Frank. “Briefing in
30 minutes,” he said as he
departed for the next tent. Some
mornings, we were awakened in a
different manner. The air strip
and hard stands was only about
1/4 mile away, the line chiefs and
their crews were always checking
out the bombers and the roar of
the big Wright Double Cyclones
1,700 HP engines at full throttle
was deafening, and many times
this was our reveille call. By
flashlight we prepared ourselves
and we dressed quickly, threw
some water in our faces from our
helmets and made our way to the
briefing tent. It was still pitch
black. I could see other flashlights
from all over the tent areas
bobbing and swaying in the
darkness as the combat crews
converged on their respective
briefing tents for each squadron.
There wasn’t a tent big enough in
the camp to hold a briefing for the
whole group, so each squadron
commander had to go to the
headquarters for his briefing and
then come to his squadron and
relay the information to his men.
Our tent was already filling up
with airmen as we entered. There

were several rows of boards set
up on empty bomb boxes for
seats. We sat down and fired up a
cigarette. It seemed everyone
smoked. Albie was the only man
on my crew that didn’t smoke.
After a few minutes every seat
was occupied. As the number of
men coming into the tent
increased, the din of conversation
increased in volume
correspondingly. An air crew
briefing in the air corps is the most
democratic affair in the US Army.
There is no such thing as uniform
of the day. Everyone wore khaki
because of the tropical climate.
Most of us wore cutoff khaki pants
made from old pants where there
were holes in the knees that
would have been discarded
anyway. We wore T-shirts outside
our pants and those who smoked
would place our cigarette pack in a
fold of our left T-shirt sleeve, to
secure it. Almost all of us wore our
GI shoes and socks but some
preferred sandals. Head gear was
various from GI issue to navy
carrier deck caps. None of us wore
rank or insignia of any kind unless
we were on duty. However, when
we dressed for a mission this
individual preference was taboo.

~*~*~*~
The men who went into battle,
had a terrible price to pay.
With the battles end, the body
went home,
but the mind was there to stay.
Author Unknown
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